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ater  that   year...

Market Share Insight Meeting at Retailer HQ

executive board strategy meeting 

Meeting with IT

Pop-up store in Manchester Meanwhile in Leeds In Gateshead

On site...

Could we not 
just offer free 

delivery or free returns 
to people in those locations 
we want to target by giving 

them discount codes? If they’re 
visiting the website and can get 

free delivery and returns, 
they can shop from the 
comfort of their own 

home.

Omnichannel 
shopping is very much 

hitting its stride despite 
the period of prolonged 

lockdown in 2020. This 
generation of shoppers want the 
convenience of browsing from 
smart devices but then prefer 
to use stores to complete the 
pickup and subsequent exchange 

process there and then - 
perhaps combining it with 
your stylist appointment 

service.

a higher 
percentage of 

visitors  to your online 
store live outside of your 
existing stores’ catchment 
areas. They do rate your 

website’s user experience as 
being high but it isn’t feasible 
for them to travel to any of 

your bricks and mortar locations 
to shop in person or to take 

advantage of click and collect 
services. You’re losing a 

significant amount of 
potential sales because 

of this  disconnect.

Hmmmm...

Leave this with me. I 
will come back with a 

solution ahead of next 
month’s review meeting.

I knew I’d had an email from 
Daisy about SD-WAN. Let me find 

their enquiry number and see if I 
can speak to them...

That 
dress was 

just perfect for 
the Christmas party. I 

wonder if they have my 
size in stock? I’ll try 

it on whilst I’m 
here...

Yes, just  forward 
me the  email 

confirmation, I’ll pick it 
up from the shop now 
on my way through to 

 the car park.. .

Hi, would 
you  like a free 

styling appointment? 
We offer it to every 

customer who orders 
online and collects 

in store...

. . .So that is the plan for phase 1. Three pop-up 
stores integrated with the website, the app, 
distribution centre with customer service at 

head office. So we need to start thinking about 
a timeline for roll-out...

. . .So in order to 
achieve what you’re 
wanting to, you can 
cut down roll-out 
time from months 

to a matter of 
weeks or even 

days by switching 
to SD-WAN. That 
would mean you 
move away from 

treating every site 
as a unique entity 

by implementing the 
following:

I’m really worried that the existing 
infrastructure will struggle to support 

half of this. The issues we had in stores in 
the last few weeks were caused by current 

connectivity demands and that’s before we’ve 
even introduced anything new on top of it. With 
three new pop-up stores needing to be online, 
I can’t even guarantee we’d be able to process 

payments without them dropping.

We have identified three large shopping malls in 
Manchester, Leeds and Gateshead as locations to trial 
“pop-up” concessions and measure their success over 
a six-month period. Depending on the success, phase 2 is 

to then create a concession at Manchester Airport

If I just share my screen with you.. .

Excellent! And how is the success 
being measured? 

And will we be applying this approach 
to our existing sites?

Yes, pending sign-off on this plan, 
the next stage is a meeting with IT to 

develop a timeline

Great. Schedule a progress meeting 
for a month’s time. I look forward to 

seeing how this progresses.

Measuring success
•  Connections to free customer WiFi
•  Smart cameras to learn foot traffic 

patterns
•  Video analytics to gauge reactions 

to displays and products

• Multiple branch sites all with   
MPLS and multiple connections

• Overlay MPLS and dedicated internet 
access (DIA) to optimise traffic

• Critical central apps routed via MPLS

• Guest WiFi via DIA

• All controlled centrally with policy and 
security compliant controls

A large southern-based retailer operating from multiple branches 
as well as an online store wants to act on recent market research 
to develop a high street presence further north as well as test 
new markets through the use of pop-up locations. Realising the 
shortcomings of its existing IT network and also seeing opportunity 
to completely overhaul the customer experience, the retailer needed 
a network solution that would effortlessly support more connected 
“things” such as devices, apps, inventory systems, digital payment systems 
and more. But without the time, resource or expertise in-house, will 
the business’ shopping list of requirements be able to be fulfilled...?
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to connect multiple branch sites.

dcs.tech/sd-wan-roadmap

It’s always a good look to respond and 
support the ever-changing demands of today’s 
consumer. Whether you want the flexibility 
to “try on” new strategies, implement high-
bandwidth applications or completely reinvent 
your business model, SD-WAN solutions come 
in every shape and size to best-fit the business 
it’s designed for.

http://dcs.tech/sd-wan-roadmap

